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What's up with Elon's tweet?





?%
of people in this meeting believe that complete privacy with respect to personal 
information and communications is a fundamental(?) human right(?) that must 

be defended(?).



Areas to investigate

1. What are Telegram and Signal? Who made them? Can we get a sense of their 
guiding principles?

2. How secure are they?

3. Where and how are they used?

4. Vexing questions

Side convos in chat encouraged

Interrupt when you have a question or an important point to add



This is what they look like



Telegram



Overview of Features
● Accounts are tied to phone numbers
● Cloud-based messaging with audio, video, photo, and other file-type sharing of up 

to 2 GB per file
● Secret chats with E2E encryption
● VoIP and videocalls with E2E encryption
● Group chats w/ up to 200,000 members
● Channels: one-way messaging

○ Telegraph: publishing tool
○ view counters

● Reliable on weak internet connections



Pavel Durov: One of the guys who made Telegram

● Founder of VKontakte (aka Russian Facebook, 
2006)
○ almost a total rip-off of Facebook
○ refused to delete opposition politician social media 

pages in 2011; police came to his door
○ was forced to sell VK shares to Mail.ru, removed from 

position as CEO (2013-14)
● Left Russia; founded Telegram (2013)
● Both of these were done with the help of his 

brother, Nikolai Durov
● Strong cyber-libertarian vibes



Cyber-Libertarianism

Cyber-libertarianism is “the belief that individuals—acting in whatever capacity they choose (as 
citizens, consumers, companies, or collectives)—should be at liberty to pursue their own tastes 
and interests online,” with the goal “to minimize the scope of state coercion in solving social 
and economic problems and looks instead to voluntary solutions and mutual consent-based 
arrangements” 

● in contrast w/ surveillance capitalism
● Telegram claims to offer freedom through encryption
● Connection to lack of regulation on Russian internet in the early 2000's
● Durov interaction with Zuckerberg: "Mark is an anarchist, but not in terms of denying 

power and order, but in terms of understanding the outdated nature of the state." The 
architects agreed that social networks are a superstructure over humanity, allowing 
information to spread past the centralizing mouthpieces of the state.



Global Usage of Telegram
● most popular app in Iran, Uzbekistan, 

Ethiopia
● significant boosts in Brazil during 

WhatsApp bans, Hong Kong during 
protests 



"Business Model"

● Pavel Durov's wallet
● Telegram cryptocurrency project ended by the SEC
● Possibly shifting in 2021 to Freemium features + advertising channels; 

Durov claims that all currently free features will remain free
● Registered in several countries; first based in Berlin, now in Dubai



Security Features
● Uses a symmetric-encryption scheme called MTProto, developed 

by Nikolai Durov 
○ based on 256-bit symmetric AES encryption, 2048-bit RSA encryption, and 

Diffie-Hellman key exchange
○ claim of perfect forward secrecy for secret chats

● Centralized Telegram-specific cloud servers for non-E2E 
encrypted comms
○ they say they've never accessed user chats... but they could

● Anti-censorship mechanisms 
○ VPN funding

● Roasted by many cryptography experts
○ they ran cracking contests (which are bad) to "demonstrate" security
○ non-trivial number of hacks/vulnerabilities
○ MTProto 2.0, released in December 2017, is better



Bad people using Telegram

2015: ISIS Telegram channels appear

2019: Europol and Telegram go after ISIS-sponsored 
channels, deleting up to 200,000 accounts

-other infamous uses of Telegram include distribution 
of far-right extremist, white supremacist, neo-Nazi 
content; child and teenage pornography



Iran <3 Telegram except not the Iranian government

● ~40 million Iranians used Telegram as of 2018, penetration of 
about 58%
○ Replaced many functions of the Internet: email, messaging, discussion 

forums, blogs, news websites, e-commerce, social networks, television
○ Helped in re-election effort of moderate president Hassan Rouhani in 

2017
● April 2018: Iran judiciary announces ban on Telegram
● Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and Telecoms Ministry block 

access to content
○ extensive disruption to Internet traffic, cloud services 

● Mass migration to alternate tools for Telegram
○ Tor, VPNs, Psiphon (resists traffic fingerprinting applied using DPI, 

emulates common TLS profiles to blend in with ordinary traffic)
● Telegram became the top used app in Iran again on May 27 ^-^
● There was still a chilling effect on speech :<



2020 Belarus Protests

● "Telegram revolution"
● triggered by re-election of President 

Lukashenko in a highly contested 
landslide victory on August 9

● August 16: March for Freedom. 
○ estimates of over 100,000 attendees





Hong Kong Protests + Telegram

● Telegram-based network was 
cohesive, ensuring efficient spread of 
information
○ police presence, protest-related events, 

deliberation
● absence of a single leader

○ more focused on small local communities  
in contrast to 2014 Umbrella Protests

● cooldown in level of Telegram activity 
after enactment of National Security 
Law in July 2020



Conclusion

 As Joshua Wong and Jason Ng put it in the concluding remarks of their book 
“Unfree Speech”: “In our case, the night is still young and our journey will get 
darker and and more perilous before it gets better” (Wong & Ng, 2020).



Signal



Other Famous People Besides Elon Like Signal



Overview of Features

● E2E encrypted individual and group chats (max 8 
people). 

● Voice and video calls
● File exchange
● Security features: face blur, incognito keyboard, 

disappearing messages, screen security



TextSecure (Signal as a baby)
● TextSecure born on 25 May 

2010 thanks to Moxie 
Marlinspike and Stuart 
Anderson

● Feb 2014: new TextSecure 
protocol = Signal Protocol



Signal Foundation

● Founded in February 2018 to "to develop open-source privacy technology 
that protects free expression and enables secure global communication."

● A 501(c)(3) non-profit organization!
● Signal Messenger LLC: subsidiary dedicated to Signal
● Board of Directors: Brian Acton, Moxie Marlinspike, Meredith Whittaker



Moxie Marlinspike

● Creator of Signal, co-founder of Signal 
Foundation, CEO of Signal Messenger LLC, 
co-author of Signal Protocol encryption

● Former head of security team at Twitter
● Avid sailor

from Moxie's personal site ^



Asparagus Dude

@ RSA Conference



Anarchism
Most people who use social networks and chat services, he argues, assume that their digital communications are private; they want to 
share their thoughts and photographs with their friends—not with Facebook and Google, not with advertisers, and certainly not on the dark 
Web. “In a sense, I feel like Signal is just trying to bring normality to the Internet,” he said as we sat on a patch of grass near the beach. “A 
lot of what we’re trying to do is just square the actual technology with people’s intent.”

He talked about the “diabolical” ways that the Internet has eroded the barrier between our personal and professional identities. “People 
who aren’t even professional writers have to consider that their communication is being consumed,” he told me. “Anything that I’ve ever 
written or created, one way or another, about anything is sort of embarrassing to me a month later. Even more so five years later.”

“As people start to tell you who you are, you start to be boxed in by that impression. I think that’s something Moxie has actively resisted, 
with a lot of energy.”

He spent much of his youth immersed in anarchist literature and communities, and anarchism’s inherent critique of authority is still 
important to him. This orientation is unusual in the tech world, although its right-wing analogue, libertarianism, is pervasive. “Liberalism 
basically says that we should all be free to talk about the world we want, and then we have a marketplace of ideas that we can select 
from,” he said. “I think anarchism’s comment on that is it’s not enough just to talk about things—that you can’t actually know unless you 
experience or experiment with something.”



Privacy vs. Crime

Enforcing laws, Marlinspike believes, should be difficult. He likes to say that “we should all have 
something to hide,” a statement that he intends not as a blanket endorsement of criminal activity but as 
an acknowledgment that the legal system can be manipulated, and that even the most banal activities or 
text messages can be incriminating. In his view, frequent lawbreaking points to systemic rot. He often 
cites the legalization of same-sex marriage and, in some states, marijuana as evidence that people 
sometimes need to challenge laws or engage in nominally criminal activity for years before progress can 
be made. “Before, it was inconceivable,” he said. “After, it was inconceivable that it was ever 
inconceivable.”

Privacy, he says, is a necessary condition for experimentation, and for social change... “If I’m dissatisfied 
with this world—and I think that I might be—a problem is that you can only desire based on what you 
know,” Marlinspike said. “You have certain experiences in this world, they produce certain desires, those 
desires reproduce the world. Our reality today just keeps reproducing itself. If you can create different 
experiences that manifest different desires, then it’s possible that those will lead to the production of 
different worlds.”



2016 Subpoena

● Assistant attorney in Virginia requested email addresses, history logs, 
browser cookie data, other info associated w/ two phone numbers

● Only supplied registration date and last date one of the numbers was used



The Point of 
Signal

“Signal’s mission has always been 
to make end-to-end encryption as 
ubiquitous as possible, rather than a 
commercial success”

- Marlinspike



Security

● Signal protocol
○ combines the Double Ratchet Algorithm, prekeys, and a 3-DH handshake. It uses 

Curve25519, AES-256, and HMAC-SHA256 as primitives.
○ client-server connections protected by TLS
○ open-source !



Use in Social Movements

● Has become particularly prominent in the wake of the 2020 BLM protests 
and the June 2020 Hong Kong national security law

● App downloads:
○ week before George Floyd's death on 5/25/20: 51,000 first-time users
○ following week: 78,000 new downloads
○ first week of June: 183,000 new downloads



Use by bad people

● 2016: Authorities in India arrest members of suspected ISIS-affiliated 
terrorist cell that communicates via Signal and Telegram

● Used for organizing by far right, right-wing militias, white nationalists
○ Unite the Right II rally in 2018 that was not well-attended



Some of my favorite stickers on each


